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In Drama Science Lab we believe in each
person's individuality. We believe in each
participant's unique learning style and
background. That is why we bring drama on
board. Drama techniques have the power of
creating a strong dynamic in any team that
enhances each participant's skills.

Most people correlate drama with
performance, multiple rehearsals and, of
course, an audience. In our workshops we
engage individuals in science by utilizing
drama. We improv on scenarios that are
infused with science.

Using drama & education techniques, using
our body and our mind, our memories and
our experiences, we create new ones. We
build on old information and experience and
we create knowledge and something new,
that now makes sense. We embrace drama
techniques as Drama & Education does.
Having in mind the legacy that Dorothy
Heathcote left, we create a science
experience that inspires the participants
and motivates them to love science.

Life is not black or white. We are a mosaic of
interests, choices and experiences. Why
should we choose between Art and Science
when we can have both? When we can be
both.

-Filippa, founder



dramascientific idea +prior
information

knowledge & 
the feeling of

"now it makes sense"

In The Drama Science Lab we use drama techniques to
approach scientific ideas.
We don't do drama in order to perform.

On the contrary, we improv, we play and all while, we
adjust our scenario which is infused with a scientific
idea. We craft our own story that now makes sense.

In our workshops we wear comfy cloths and we move around. We play, we do drama and we explore
our minds' landscape. We try to understand how or why something works and we reflect this
experience at the end of the session.
Our workshops are designed based on each group's needs and preferences, background knowledge
and setting. Each workshop's duration can vary and so may the location (it can be a 2h drop-in session
in a library or a 4-month After School Club.

In The Drama Science Lab workshops:

develop emotional and
cognitive skills (collaboration,
communication skills, critical
thinking, self confidence,
concentration, memory)
have fun
learn how they learn by
reflecting on their experience
apply their discoveries to future
scientific learning 
improve their overall classroom
performance

children

Walk in
workshops for
adults

After School
Clubs

Drop in
workshops
for children

Would you love your school, museum or
team to do one of our workshops? Do you
have a crazy idea that you want to
share? Contact us
at  info@thedramasciencelab.com
Would you love to participate in one of our
workshops? Follow us on social media, visit
our website and subscribe to our newsletter
so you can be first to learn about any
upcoming events.

I wish we had more of this at school

-4th grader
  

learn how to think "out of the box"
learn how to be creative and
spontaneous 
try to switch their mindset when
problem solving
practice emotional and cognitive
skills 
have fun

adults


